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c EDITORIAL OPINION 
A Big Success 
The 1966 Annual Leadership 
Conference of the Citizens' Coun-
cils of America was an overwhelm-
ing success! Delegates from 19 
states met in Chattanooga, Ten-
nessee for the conference on Janu-
ary 7 and 8. There they beard 
nationally-recognized educational 
authorities, private school adminis-
trators and Citizens' Council staff 
members make comprehensive and 
thorough presentations of the COD-
ference theme: "How Can We Edu-
cate Our Children?" 
Indicative of the widespread in-
terest in the subject and of growing 
Citizens' Council activity in the 
field of private education was the 
geographic distribution of regis-
trations. A total of 303 delegates 
attended from the following states: 
Alabama 45, Arkansas 8, California 
4, Florida 9, Georgia 10, Illinois 5, 
Kentucky 2, Louisiana 5, Maryland 
3, Michigan 2, Mississippi Ill, Mis-
souri 2, ew York 4, orth Car0-
lina 14, South Carolina 33, Tennes-
see 23, Texas 15, Virginia 5 and 
Wisconsin 3. 
The delegates heard such au-
tboritative and respected speakers 
as Dr. Henry E. Garrett, former 
cbairman of the Department of 
2 
Psychology, Columbia University; 
Roy V. Pearson, president of Prince 
Edward County School Founda-
tion, Farmville, Va.; Dr. T. E. 
Wannamaker, president of Wade 
Hampton Academy, Orangeburg, 
S. C.; Dr. J. Park McCallie of Mc-
Callie School, Cbattanooga; Hon. 
Prentice Cooper, former Governor 
of Tennessee; Dr. Revilo P. Oliver, 
professor of classical philology at 
the University of IllinOis; Henry J. 
Walters, Jr., beadmaster of St. 
Tbomas' Episcopal SchooL Hous-
ton, Texas; Dr. William S. Milburn, 
former principal of Male Higb 
School in Louisville, Ky., and past 
president of the Southern Associa-
tion of Colleges and Secondary 
Schools; William K. Shearer, editor 
of The California Statesman, San 
Diego, Calif.; Dr. Charles L . eilL 
Jackson, Miss., neurosurgeon; Dan 
H. ShelL Jackson, Miss., attorney; 
and members of the Citizens' Coun-
cil staff. 
But despite the concentratioD and 
variety of skills represented above, 
the high point of the two-day ses-
sion was reached when some 50 
students from private schools in 
four states, led by Mrs. 10 Evans, 
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Guest Editorial-
The Wrong Kind Of 
By JENKIN LLoYD JONES 
Editor, Tuw (Oklo.) Tribune 
The other evening at a banquet 
in Raleigb, Justice Susie Sharp, a 
country town woman lawyer now 
one of the ablest members of the 
North Carolina Supreme Court, 
told me a story: 
A teenage girl in Raleigh charged 
a teenage boy with fathering ber 
illegitimate child. The boy botly 
denied it. A court-ordered blood 
test revealed that the boy could not 
bave been the father. But it also 
revealed that the girl wasn't the 
mother. The girl finally confessed 
that she had borrowed the baby 
in order to qualify for aid-to-
dependent children payments. The 
baby had, indeed, been borrowed 
by other "mothers." 
_ ow, it is probably a good thing 
for the eugenic health of America 
that only one baby was involved 
in these little frauds. For women 
who seek government subsidies for 
illegitimate children are likely to 
produce children wbo will be net 
liabilities to society, not assets. 
In a recent issue of U. S. News 
and World Report, Dr. W,iIliam 
Shockley, oo-winner of the 1956 
:-Iobel Prize for physics, stated that 
the current theory, so enthusiastic-
ally proclaimed by many of our 
politicians, that by improving en-
vironment we can get an automatic 
improvement in people with higb 
failure records, is open to doubt. 
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"Many of the large improvident 
families with social problems; says 
Dr. Shockley, "simply have consti-
tutional deficiencies in those p:uts 
of the brain wbich enable a person 
to plan and carry out plans. And I 
also suggest that this ch,racteristic, 
especially if found in both p:lTents, 
can be passed from one generation 
to another." 
He told of a San Francisco boy 
who was hired to throw acid in th e 
face of a store owner. The youth 
was one of 17 illegitimate children 
mothered by a woman with an 
1. Q. of 55, and his prob.ble father 
died in prtion under a murder 
sentence. 
"[ believe; Dr. Shockley com-
ments, "that, if a study were made 
and we found out tbat the acid-
throwing teenager represented a 
hereditary class which is now 
doubling its members in less than 
balf the time of the rest of the 
population, we would soon start 
looking for solutions. Why? Be-
cause it would clearly be a matter 
of life and death for our nation." 
Why the reluctance to face the 
issue? Shockley adds: 
"A deep psychological reason, I 
think. People bate to feel that they 
are subject to the same laws of na-
ture as 'things' or 'animals.' It is 
unnerving to them. Furthermore, 
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'Population Explosion' 
it runs counter to so much of our 
social doctrine-the belief that the 
poor are victims of hard luck and 
poor environment, and that all that 
can be changed by giving them a 
helping hand." 
It is, indeed. amazing that laws 
of nature which man recognizes in 
the field he denies in the bouse. 
He "breeds up" his cattle ,vith 
blooded bulls. He improves the 
fruit of his orchards by grafting 
onto solid trunks hvigs that have 
desirable genetic qualities. He 
knows that he can "graft down" a 
good tree, too, by implanting a 
twig from a poor species. He can 
"breed down" a herd by letting a 
scrub bull into the pasture. This 
,viII give him half-scrub calves and 
after a few generations of the same 
technique he will have cattle fit 
for very litt le. 
Survival of the fittest, a law as 
old as living things, has brought 
man up from the stupid, sluggish 
sub-human of prehistory. TI,e 
strong exerted a cmde system of 
narural selection hy bashing in the 
heads of the weak. The brainy 
fou n d food w h i I e the slow-of-
thougbt starved. Even into modern 
times, conquering armies put the 
defenseless to the sword-and only 
those capable of organization for 
survival WeTe likely to survive. 
In recent years, however, the pro-
cess has been reversed. While con-
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siderations of h 11 man i t V h a ve 
forbidden the slaughter -of non-
combatants, military necessity has 
decreed the selection of the best 
for combat. Thus casualties have 
been highest among the able, while 
incompetents bave been left bome 
to breed at will. 
The "welfare state" has acceler-
ated this trend. Irresponsibility is 
subsidized. If a mother Ins no 
plans for her children other than 
to raise them at an animal le,'el 
she can do very well with aid-tO: 
dependent child payments, whether 
she is married or not. 
But the money for these P')'-
ments comes largely from high 
tax"" on the able, and if the able 
have ambitious and expensive plans 
for the education of their offspring 
they are likely to limt the number 
of their children. This is generally 
true, regardless of race. 
All suggestions that perhaps the 
profit should be removed from ir-
responsibility have been drowned 
in the cry tbat this would be "in-
human" and that the "home: even 
wben it is characterized by de-
bauchery and neglect, must be kept 
together at all cost. 
Some day, perhaps, we will begin 
to question whether humanity is 
served by the forced-draft produc-
tion 01 the incompetent, the be-
wildered and the vicious. 
That day has not quite arrived. 
• 
Specia' Feature-
Political And Social 
Of The 
"C i v i I Rig h t s" means· egro 
Rights." In the public concept to-
day of the term "civil rights" there 
is \i.rtually no other meaning of 
consequence attached to it. One 
speaks of the "civil rights" move-
ment. i'ewspaper headlines re-
peatedly call our attention to ·civil 
rights" demonstrations. Somber-
faced tel e vis ion commentators 
quote "oi"iI rights leaders. We all 
know what and who they mean by 
the phrase. 
Thus. in Amcricii today, through 
the power of propaganda and or-
ganized pressure , "civil rights" has 
broad public meaning only in rela-
tion to the I'egro. It was not al-
"'"elY so. But the phrase has been 
kidnapped and made to cover such 
a .. ariety of purposes unrelated to 
the legal meaning that it seems ap-
propriate to begin by tracing the 
historical evolution of "civiJ rights." 
In brief, "civil rights" meant legal 
ri!lllis during the post-Civil War 
period; then the teno became syn-
onymous with racial integration 
from the middle 1930s until about 
196.1 ( many people still belatedly 
• 
cling to this concept) ; and now it 
has been frankly and openly ac-
knowledged by "civil rights" lead-
ers themselves as the Negro Revolu-
tion. 
I would like to discuss each of 
these three phases of "civil rights: 
which YOLI will notice encompass a 
vast transition, and then deal ,vith 
some of the broad social implica-
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Implications 
'Civil Rights' Crisis 
As editor of TH E CITIZEN and adminitlrator of the Citizens' Councils 
of America, W. J. Simmons has been a keen observer of "civil rights" 
Irends. This article was first presented 011 December 1.5, 1965 as a 
lecture 10 /au; silldenis al Ihe Universily of Mississippi. 
tions involved. For inextricably, 
"civil rights" has been caught up 
in America's most troublesome do-
mestic concern-the race problem. 
Regretfully, the presence of sub-
stantial numbers of 'egroes in the 
United States has always been and 
is today the single most divisive 
factor in our country. In the early 
days of the nation such powerful 
opportunists as Aaron Burr envi-
sioned coming to power through a 
combination of foreign intervention 
and do m est i c egro uprisings. 
orth and South became increas-
ingly divided over the race prob-
lem as the 19th Century passed 
its mid-point. Not all of the great 
debate was by any means con-
cerned with the ex tens ion of 
slavery. J 0 r the r n states were 
afraid that they might be the tar-
gets of I'egro migration - and 
indeed their fears were realized a 
hundred years later. Indiana, for 
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example. provided in its constitu-
tion of 1851 that no 1 egro might 
enter or settle in that state. It 
further provided that any person 
who employed a Negro or other-
wise encouraged him to remain in 
Indiana would be subject to a fine. 
The prevailing attitude was no-
where more clearly illustrated than 
in the famous Lincoln-Douglas de-
bates. The future President of the 
United States made it plain that he 
fully supported the laws of lllinois 
which not only denied egroes ad-
mission to the state, but deprived 
them the privileges of citizenship. 
Furthenoore, in his debate with 
Senator Douglas at Charleston, Il-
linois on September 18, 1858, Lin-
coln said: 
"I will say, then, that I am 
not, nor ever have been, in 
favor of bringing about in any 
way the social and political 
equality of the white and black 
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races--tbat I am not, nor ever 
have been, in favor of making 
voters or jurors of Negroes-
nor of qualifying them to bold 
office, nor to intennarry with 
white people; and I will say 
in addition to this that there is 
a physical difference between 
the wbite and black races 
which will ever forbid the two 
races living together on terms 
of social and political equality. 
And inasmuch as they cannot 
so live, while they do remain 
together, there must be the 
position of superior and in-
ferior, and I, as much as any 
other man, am in favor of hav-
ing the superior position as· 
signed to the wbite race." 
As we all know, the greatest and 
bitterest war of our history was 
fought a few years later. It was 
in the truest sense of the word a 
fratricidal war. In the midst of the 
bloody conflict, Lincoln addressed 
these words to a deputation of 
egroes who called On him at the 
White House on August 14, 1862: 
"See our present condition-
the country engaged in war-
our white men cutting one an-
other's throats . . . and then 
consider what we know to be 
th.e truth. But for your pres-
ence among US there would be 
no war, although many men 
engaged on eithe. side do not 
care for you one way or the 
nther . _ . It is better for us 
both therefore to be sepa-
rated." 
In connection with this remarka-
bly frank statement, in which Lin-
coln's candor reads like a foreign 
language compared to the Madison 
Avenue double-talk turned out by 
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presidential speecb-writers today, 
we should recall wbat was upper-
most in his mind at that particular 
time. August 14, 1862 was only 
five weeks prior to the great battle 
of Sbarpsburg-A n ti eta m, which 
served as a springboard for the 
Emancipation Proclamation. For 
some months Lin col n and his 
friends had been contemplating 
a move which would appeal to 
abolitionist sentiment in England 
and at the same time encourage 
Negro uprisings within the Con-
federacy. A orthem victory was 
desperately needed to set tbe stage 
for this move, for its issuance after 
the then recent series of Northern 
military defeats would have been 
regarded as an act of hollow des-
peration. A It b 0 ugh Sbarpsburg-
Antietam was Dot a decisive tacti-
cal victory for either side, it did 
effectively check tbe first Northern 
advance of the Army of Northern 
Virginia and was the most reasona-
ble facsimile of a major military 
victory wbich the Union Army bad 
at that time achieved. The battle 
results therefore set the stage for 
one of the most remarkable pro-
paganda moves of all time. 
The Emancipation Proclamation 
itself stands unique among histori-
cal acts of record. In bold terms, 
couched in the propaganda idiom 
of the day, it proclaimed that all 
Negroes within the jurisdiction of 
the Confederacy were free. How-
ever - and this probably is not 
sufficiently understood today, espe-
cially by "liberals" -the Emancipa-
tion Proclamation specifically did 
not free any slaves in those states 
remaining in the Union, or in areas 
of the Confederacy then occupied 
by Union armies. Thus, the Eman-
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cipation Proclamation actually did 
nothing to alter the egro's status 
anywhere. for its provisions cer-
tainly could not be enforced within 
the Confederacy, and the 'orth's 
own 900,000 slaves were in no wise 
affected. It could not be enforced 
where it applied, and it did not 
apply where it could be enforced. 
It rem a i ned for the Thirteenth 
Amendment to alter the legal status 
of the egro both ortb and South. 
In view of the anomalous provi-
sions of the Emancipation Procla-
mation, it is indeed curious that the 
observance of its centennial should 
have been used by integration lead-
ers to press their demands for spe-
cial Negro privileges under the 
slogan "Free by '63." Evidently 
they know more about mob psy-
chology than they know about his-
tory. 
Even more curious is the use of 
President Lincoln's name in current 
"civil rights" agitation. Lincoln was 
strongly in favor of a permanent 
solution to the American race prob-
lem by recolonizing the imported 
blacks in Africa - specifically in 
Liberia, the land already estab-
Ushed for that purpose by Jefferson, 
Madison and Monroe. Considering 
his enormous prestige in the North 
at the end of hostiUties in 1865, 
one of the great "if, of history is 
the possibiUty that Lincoln's practi-
cal views might bave prevailed had 
he not been assassinated, and the 
country might thereby bave been 
spared its present turmoil through 
an act physically separating the 
races on widely distant continents. 
11 recolonization did not take 
place, Lin col n made his views 
equally clear as to the alternative 
of Tegroes remaining in this COUll-
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try. 10 that event, he foresaw that 
one race or the other would domi-
nate. Unlike Lyndon Johnson, Lin-
coln said that, being a white man, 
he naturally preferred for his race 
to be in that superior position. The 
"Great Emancipator" of 1862 was 
what would have been called a 
"white supremacist" in 1942 and an 
U extreme racist" in 1962. 
But Lincoln was assassinated and 
his view did not prevail. Instead, 
the South was "reconstructed." 
Actually, the entire period of 
1861-1877 was one of continuous 
war for the South. The first, or 
formal, war ended of course in 
1865 with General Lee's surrender 
at Appomattox. The South lost 
th.t war. It settled the issues of 
secession and slavery. But it did 
not settJe the issue of integration. 
The second period of warfare, 
however, known as Reconstruction, 
which lasted 12 years, was won by 
the South. This Southern victorv 
established nat ion a I trends and 
policies which have had just as 
profound an effect on the nation 
as the more strictly military result 
of the first war. The most enduring 
result of the Southern victory dur-
ing Reconstruction was the estab-
lishment of a settlement with the 
North on the 'egro problem. This 
settlement became known as segre-
gation. It ushered in a period, last-
ing almost 80 years, of racial peace 
and national unity until radical agi-
tation, power politics and court ac-
tion divided the nation again. 
To put the whole matter in per-
spective, it should be emphasized 
that the system of segregation-
which is nothing but social separa-
tion of the Caucasian and egro 
races-has a history of long and 
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almost universal acceptance in the 
United States. 
In fact, among countries having 
large bi-racial groups, the success-
ful development of segregation in 
the United States bas been one of 
the outstanding characteristics of 
our country, as distinguisbed from 
most of the Latin American coun-
tries, or Inwa, for example, where 
caste systems based on varying de-
grees of color have been the rule. 
Segregation is, of course, emo-
tionally identified with the South. 
But in fact, it has been and is ac-
cepted and practiced by the over-
whelming majority of people in all 
sections of our country which have 
a sizeable colored population. 
Segregation was so well estab-
lished as a way of life in the United 
States th.t, although informed per_ 
sons h.d been aware of the growth 
of prO-integration forces for many 
years, the general public did not 
realize that the svstem would be 
seriously t h rea t ~ ned until after 
World War II, and more particu-
larl)' until after the Korean Con-
flict. 
You may say that the North had 
integration before this time, and 
legally you have a point. But it 
was not until the late 19-1Os and 
1950s that the l'\egro population 
became sufficiently large outside 
the South, coupled with the in-
creased aggressiveness of so-called 
"civil rights" organizations, that 
the _ 'orth really began to feel the 
impact. 
With this background in mind, 
let us tum to the historical evolu-
tion of the term "civil rights." The 
phrase first came into \videspread 
usage immediately foUo\ving the 
Civil War when the first civil rights 
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bill and the Fourteenth Amend-
ment (which grew out of it) were 
under discussion. The Fourteenth 
Amendment is the so-called legal 
basis upon which all subsequent 
civil rights agitation has been built. 
In effect, it made citizens of 
'egroes and prohibited the States 
from abridging the privileges or 
immunities of citizens; from de-
priving any person of life, liberty 
or property \vithout due process of 
law; and from denying to any per-
son within its jurisdiction the equal 
protection of the laws. 
Parenthetically, I should state 
that the Fourteenth Amendment 
was never legally submitted or 
adopted, as has been pointed out 
repe.tedly by legal scholars. Stu-
dents of history may recall that 
the subject was as hot in those days 
as it is now. Many people in the 
North as well as in the South felt 
tbat the phrase "civil rights" was 
too broad in scope, and demanded 
that it be defined in specific terms. 
As if tbey had the gift of 
prophecy, some argued that it 
might eventually be used as a lever 
to break down state laws for-
bidding school integration. The 
pressure for clarification was in-
tense, and finally won out, for the 
abolitionist politicians feared that 
their legislation was doomed as 
long as doubts remained. 
Senator Lyman Trumbull of Illi-
nois. who in trod u ced the civil 
rights bill in the Senate, defined 
civil rigbts as: "The right to make 
and enforce contracts. to sue and 
be sued, to give evidence, to in-
herit, to purchase, sell, lease and 
bold property, and to convey real 
and personal property." 
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Senator Trumbull said his bill 
had nothing to do \vith social and 
political rights. Tbe senator, wbo 
incidentally was not I..indly dis-
posed toward the South, insisted at 
the time that the imagined right of 
Negroes to attend s c ho 0 I \vitb 
white children is not a chil right 
and never was. 
The civil rights bill was intro-
duced in the House of Represen-
tatives by James F. Wilson of Iowa, 
chairman of the House Judiciary 
Committee. This is what Congress-
man \Vilson said regarding its in-
tent: "Do they (the pro,;sions of 
the bill) mean that in all things 
civil. social, political, all citizens. 
"ithout distinction of race or color 
shall be equal? By no means ... 
nor do they mean that . . . their 
chi I d r e n shall attend the same 
schools. These are not civil rights 
or immunities." 
Eve n Thaddeus Stevens, \V h 0 
ad\'ocated the most stringent kind 
of Reconstruction legislation, said 
of the Fourteenth Amendment: "It 
covers only civil rights ... it does 
not touch on social and political 
ri~hts." 
"Lest anyone think these are iso-
lated e x amp I e s, the records of 
debates in Congress and public 
statements offer copious substanti-
ating evidence. There were also 
special acts which provide addi-
tional prool that ch'iI rigbts were 
never intended to have anything 
to do with the right 01 a state to 
operate its schools or other social 
institutions. 
The same Congress which ap-
proved the Fourteenth Amendment 
established segregated schools for 
black and white children in Wash-
ington, O. C. Eleven state legisla-
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tuTes in Northern and Border states 
likewise prOvided for segregated 
schools. They were: California, n-
!inois, Kansas, Kentucky, Missouri, 
~evada~ New Jersey, New York, 
Ohio, Pennsylvania, and West Vir-
ginia. Two years after the Four-
teenth Amendment was in effect, 
two additional states established 
segregated schools. The s e were 
Indiana and Maryland, and Gover-
nor Oliver P. Morton of Indiana 
remarked with amazing prescience: 
·Placing white and colored children 
together in schools would cause 
conniet and impair the usefulness 
of the schools." 
An interesting historical footnote 
is that one of the principal reasons 
advanced at the time for adoption 
of the Fourteenth Amendment was 
that it would pro t e c t Northern 
whites traveling through the South 
and pro-Union white Southerners 
against state statutes confiscating 
their property and banishing them 
to the Xorth. 
Thus the framers of the original 
civil rights bill and the Fourteenth 
Amendment clearly considered pro-
perty rights to be fundamental, and 
intended to limit state power to 
impair these rights. The civil rights 
conferred by the Fourteenth 
Amendment simply gave the l'\egro 
equal status with the white man in 
the courts of our land, a position 
he did not enjoy prior to the Civil 
\\'ar in either the North or South, 
and which the Fourteenth Amend-
ment was designed to remedy. This 
point is not at issue anywhere to-
day. 
Finally, the most succinct defini-
tion of "civil rights" I have run 
across is contained in the Supreme 
Court's decision declaring unconsti-
" 
tutional the Civil Rights Act of 
1875 - an Act, by the way, quite 
similar to but far more restrained 
than the Civil Rights Act of 1964. 
In the decision rendered in 1883, 
the Court referred to "the rights of 
life, liberty, and property (which 
in dude all civil rights that men 
have) ... " 
That seems dear enough and 
sound enough to have become set-
tled law. 
But what happened? 
From the relatively modest be-
ginning just outlined, which was 
nevertheless regarded as revolu-
tionary at the time, and was in fact 
used as a basis by the Republican 
Party to establish Negro political 
domination over the Sou the r D 
states, the term "civil rights" evol-
ved to mean something quite dif-
ferent. Under the spell induced by 
the most massive propaganda cam-
paign known to man the words 
"civil rights" were transformed into 
a shimmering mirage which em-
braced a whole spectrum of social, 
political and economic priviJeges-
not rights-as a magic cure-all for 
alleged wTongs visited upon the 
:\egro. 
These special privileges indude 
so-called "rights" to particular jobs; 
the "right" to lower standards for 
the "culturallv deprived" in em-
ployment; the "right" to full em-
ployment; the "right" society owes 
to an individual, if he is a Negro, 
to an education wherever he 
chooses so long as the school is 
white; the "right" to vote regardless 
of lack of qualification; the "right" 
to preferential t rea t men tj the 
"'right" to increased welfare; the 
"right'" to go w her e he is not 
wanted; the "right" to civil dis-
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obedience; and the latest "right"" is 
a massive "~arshall Plan" of 100 
billion dollars for l\egroes, includ-
ing across-the-board rent subsidies. 
Thus the armed might of the 
United States guarantees that a 
l\egro may enter the University of 
~Iississippi solely because he IS 
hlack. It is inconceivable that any 
white person denied admission to 
Ole Miss could call upon the gov-
ernment to secure his entry, even 
if he could show that the denial 
was unfair. 
And in New York City, pro-inte-
gration forces have for c e d the 
school authorities to haul Negro 
children all the way across town 
and white children all the way 
in the opposite direction for the 
sole purpose of putting them in 
schools with members of the oppo-
site race. 
There we have the novel concept 
-foreign to anything beretofore 
imagined in the American. syste~ 
of government - that whIte chil-
dren must be used as facilities in 
order for the Negro children to 
a chi eve "first class citizenship." 
This concept (of white children 
serving as facilities) was of course 
implicit in the Brown decision of 
May 17, 1954. 
How is it possible that such a 
weird state of affairs could come 
about? 
1 submit that it is primarily be-
cause the political power of the 
Negro pressure groups has grown 
so great. The response of the Fed-
eral government to this power ha~ 
resulted in a general policy 01 
racism that is fantastic. But its 
fantasy has been clothed so cleverly 
in the semantics of "civil rights" 
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that the American public scarcely 
realized what was happening. 
But realization is beginning to 
dawn. 
Le!'s consider another illustra-
tion as to where this same kind of 
"civil rights" thinking by Federal 
courts can lead. 
The First Amendment to the 
Constitution g u a ran tee s certain 
rights to Christians. The govern-
ment, under this first section of the 
Bill of Rights, is committed to use 
its force to see to it that there is no 
interference with the free exercise 
of the Christian religion. 
The U. S. Supreme Court, how-
ever, has distorted this principle in 
the same way it has the raciaJ angle 
and interpreted it so as to make the 
government guarantee its force to 
protect the atheist in his objection 
to Christian worship. The argu-
ments presented in the Baltimore 
case before the Supreme Court in 
1963 are a dramatic illustration of 
what has happened. An atheist 
pie a d e d for the government to 
guarantee that he not be offended 
in his atheism by Christians. It was 
not enough that he was not requir-
ed to attend the reading of Bible 
verses and recitation of the Lord's 
Prayer. (For he did have the free-
dom of being excused.) No - the 
Christians were to be prohibited in 
the free exercise of religion. con-
trary to the Constitution, so that 
the alleged rights of the atheist 
might be paramount. 
The Court is being consistent in 
this line of reasoning when it raises 
race as a criterion of legal guaran-
tees. 
So, we come to the point now 
where we can look at the issue 
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clearly. We have all of the cards 
face up on the table. 
In practice then, "civil rigbts" 
does not mean a set of legal rights 
which the colored p e 0 pie have 
been denied, as the public has been 
led to believe. 
Tbe term really means nothing 
more and nothing less than com-
plete soc i a I integration of two 
widely different races in this COUD-
try. 
U other so-called minorities think 
"civil rights," as understood today, 
apply to them, they are deceived. 
How many times does one hear the 
word .. AsiaticH mentioned in Con-
gressional debates? Who raises a 
hue and cry about Asiatics being 
integrated? The truth is that people 
of Chinese and Japanese origin have 
won respect in the United States 
through their own efforts, through 
their own industry and character 
and inteUigence - the only kind of 
respect worth having. They have 
been accepted on their own merits, 
and have not considered them-
selves so inferior that they felt the 
necessity for f a v 0 red treatment. 
Nor have they felt it was somehow 
shameful to associate with each 
other. For that matter, who has 
spoken up for the oldest minority 
in America - the Indian? And who 
has spoken up for the largest mi-
nority in America, the one to which 
we belong, the white Southerner? 
The answer is that we do not 
possess the political power, because 
of differences wit h i n our own 
ranks, and the American Indians 
certainly do not possess it. 
On the other hand, Negro organi-
zations do have organized 
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political power, but they bave 
something else witbout wruch their 
power would be sligbt. Tbe Negro 
occupies a peculiar place in the 
mentality of the "liberal" element 
which controls our government and 
wbicb has bent the forces of edu-
cation and religion largely to its 
will. It is hard to define this posi-
tion which the legro occupies in 
tbe "liberal" psyche, but I assure 
you its privileges do not extend to 
other minorities. It had its origin 
in tbe abolitionist zealots of the last 
century wbo transmitted directly to 
latter-day bleeding hearts an emo-
tionalism where the Tegro alone is 
concerned which blots out rational 
tbougbt processes. Thus, sucb con-
ditioned response bas been devel-
oped that the mere mention of the 
word "i\egro" causes a "liberal" 
automaticall} to tbink, "Hate the 
Soutb!" 
During the past three years, we 
bave seen the term "civil rights" 
changed again in its meaning. Civil 
rights a g ita t i on has now been 
clearly acknowledged by leaders of 
the movement to herald the Negro 
Revolution. 
On Thanksgiving Day of 1962, 
there was a three-day "summit COD-
ference" of over 100 ;';egro leaders 
at Arden House of Columbia Uni-
,'ersitv. There. these wielders of 
:\egro political power in tbe United 
States decided to link the figbt for 
integration in this country with the 
rise of the new African nations. ]0 
their words, these leaders. includ-
ing Roy \\'ilkins, ~Iartin Luther 
King, and A. Pbilip Ran dol p h, 
among others, a g r e e d tbat trus 
decision would represent a "new 
phase in the civil rights stnlggle." 
A new pbase indeed! 
.. 
Let us remember what the new 
African nations have done. They 
have established a policy of com-
plete black supremacy. The wrute 
man has been deprived of the most 
elementary civil rights - including 
the rigbt to life itseU. He has been 
stripped, sbamed, mutilated, mur-
dered and driven into the sea. Nor 
have people of other races been 
spared. For example, in Tanganyika 
the sizeable Indian minority is at 
the mercy of roving bands of ex-
~Jau Maus. 
And now, the integration drive in 
the United States is openly allied 
with the nationalist campaign in 
Africa to obliterate the white man. 
The new 1\egro drive. encour· 
aged by repeated concessions in 
the face of threatened violence, has 
been well slimmed up by Rever-
end _ Congressman Adam Clayton 
Powell. He said at Englewood, 
:-<ew Jersey: "This is a bwck man. 
revolution and we Gre in the middle 
o{ it .. . The Negro has to learn 
all over again how to figbt . . . 
Don't forget, it's God the Father, 
God the Son, and Cod the Holy 
Dollar ... We haoe Americo by 
the throat." 
And the day after be was named 
national director of the Congress 
of Racial Equality, James L. 
Far mer said: "Should non-via-
lence fail, tben violence is a better 
course than complete acquiescence 
to discrimination." 
Negro aut h 0 r James Bald,vin 
wrote in The Fire Next Time, a 
book published in 1963: "The 
legroes of tbis country may never 
be able to rise to power, but they 
are weU placed indeed to precipi-
tate chaos and ring down the cur-
tain on the American dream .. . " 
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And wbat does Our government 
do? It is for tbe Negro, wberever 
he is, and whatever he wants, re-
gardless of the consequences to the 
white man, or the yellow man, or 
the brown man, or the red man or 
anybody else. It supports at the 
same time Martin Luther King and 
his Southern Christian Leadersrup 
Conference along with Jomo Ken-
yatta and his Mall Mall terrorists. 
It is for Kasavubu, kmmab and 
Mboya wbile it is against Ian 
Smith and Verwoerd. As one of my 
learned friends in Virginia bas ex-
pressed it graphically, the only way 
the present "civil rights" policy of 
the Federal government can be 
described is "Negro uber alles." 
The reason for this is the Negro 
bloc vote in Harlem and Southside 
Cbicago, plus a propaganda cam-
paign for over 30 years unrivaled 
in its intensity and self-righteous-
ness. 
I submit that this national policy 
of denigrating the wbite man and 
fawning upon the 'egro bas led to 
a complete bankruptcy in foreign 
affairs. It has reduced our once 
proud nation to a position of endur-
ing humiliations which a generation 
ago would have been unthinkable. 
And all we have gained is the 
universal con tern p t of the very 
people whose fIiendsrup we have 
tried to buy. either with money or 
by prostrating ourselves at their 
feet. 
As you rna y know. we in the 
South are repeatedly admonished 
that we must integrate to please 
"world opinion." (The world opin-
IOn that we are urged to appease 
is, of course, manufactured by the 
very collectivists who raise the 
scarecrow in the first place.) 
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A realistic view of how "world 
opinion" truly operates was illus-
trated on a television show last 
year. Three members of the Peace 
Corps were being interviewed by 
a panel of newsmen. The Peace 
Corpsmen had just returned &om 
Africa--one from Sierra Leone and 
two from Tanganyika. They were 
aU asked the same question: "What 
do the natives of Sierra Leone and 
Tanganyika think of Americans for 
coming balf way around the world 
to help them?" 
In ail cases the answer was the 
same: "Tbey have never heard of 
Americal" 
But let's consider more substan-
tive evidence reg a r din g world 
opinion-and I think trus matter 
of world opinion is important 
because it is used as a constant 
bludgeon against the SoullL 
Last summer J was invited to 
make a talk to the United Nations 
Association of Canada. On the pra-
gram with me were two gentlemen 
to discuss "The Racial Relations 
Between French and Englisb Can-
ada, Past and Present" and "Inde-
pendence for Quebec: the Way to 
Harmony Between the Two Can-
adas." The reference to relations 
between French and Englisb Can-
ada as "racial" is fascinating for it 
suggests that the two national-
origin groups regard themselves as 
far more different and distinct than 
they are regarded elsewbere. And 
the mention of "Two Canadas" 
connotes outright secession I Beside 
these unsolvable problems of their 
own, wbat possible concern do you 
think the Canadians bave whether 
we integrate or not? 
Or take the case of England. For 
many years the English took a dim 
I. 
view of us "Colonials" in general, 
but of Southerners in particular, 
bee au s e of consistent stories in 
their press of racial "discrimina-
tion." l OW bear in mind that the 
English knew very little about the 
details, but they thought neverthe-
less that things were pretty had in 
the South and ought to be correct-
ed. 
Then, in the years following 
World War n, something happen-
ed. Britain's nonwhite population 
jumped from a few thousand to 
approximately 190,000. Ten s ion s 
mounted, vi 0 len c e erupted and 
spread into full-scale race riots. 
"Liberal" England acted swiftly. 
She adopted the Commonwealth 
Immigrants Act just two years ago, 
which ended the problem at its 
source, by prevent:iJig more colored 
people from coming into the British 
Isles. S i g n i fie ant I y, only two 
months before, the House of Lords 
had rejected by a vote of 2 to 1 
a bill rna kin g it mandatory for 
British hotels and boarding houses 
to accept Negroes. During the de-
bate Field Marshal Viscount 
Montgomery said, "The hard fact 
is that peoples of different colors 
cannot be converted into a homo-
genous whole by acts of Parliament 
nor by the exhortations of idealists: 
The figure of 190,000 colored 
people was mentioned. England is 
a nation of almost 50 million popu-
lation. In other words, there were 
only four-tenths of one per cent 
colored, and yet they caused this 
tremendous reaction. By contrast, 
there are almost one million Ne-
groes in our home state of Missis-
sippi in a total population of some 
two and a quarter million - or 42 
per cent. And in our state, with its 
I. 
well establisbed customs of social 
separation with economic coopera-
tion, the r e have been no such 
upheavals as have wracked Eng-
land. 
As you know, Australia took 
steps many, many years ago to fore-
stall the possibility of a r a cia I 
problem through its immigration 
policy. It is frankly designed to 
perpetuate a "W bit e Australia" 
concept. Sir Howard Beale, Austra-
lia's Ambassador to the U nit e d 
States, has put it this way: 
"Our policy is that of preserving 
the texture of the population the 
way we want it in Australia. We 
look around the world, even in 
your America, and see the frightful 
problems that exist. We don't see 
why, in cold blood, we sbould be 
asked to reproduce these problems 
in our land" 
Sir Howard Beale is right. There 
are serious racial problems in the 
United States, and they are caused 
by the policy of reverse racism that 
is rapidly turning the country's 
system of values upside down. It 
has led, for example, to such un-
believable bappenings as the Gesell 
Report setting forth the racial poli-
cies of our armed forces. No longer 
are military decisions to be made 
on the basis of national security. 
They will be made to soothe Negro 
inferiority complexes. 
Abrabam Lincoln was more 
propbetic than be could bave 
known. Today the country is di-
vided as it bas not been since he 
spoke. And the reason is the same. 
Because of the Negro a civil rights 
bill is now law. It conveys to the 
Federal government power to su-
pervise and regulate our daily lives 
in a way undreamed of in our eo-
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tire history. Hot e I s, restaurants, 
theaters, all types of businesses 
serving the public are required to 
accommodate Negroes because of 
their race. Negroes will get pre-
ferential treatment in employment 
because of their race. The Federal 
government can finance and initi-
ate lawsuits to mmpel schools to 
accept Negroes because of tbeir 
race. Voting has come under 
Federal supervision in an una-
bashed move to build up a egro 
political machine in the Southern 
states, regardless of the violence 
such a move will do to the integrity 
of local government and the inevi-
table corruption of politics which 
will follow. 
In connection with this program, 
the Congress was boldly threatened 
,vith marching in the streets and 
large-scale violence if it did not 
bow to the demands of the Negro 
leaders. And all of this bas been 
done under the benign mask of 
"civil rights: 
Thus, on June 4, 1963, Reverend 
E. Franklin J achon, President of 
the Washington branch of the Na-
tional Association for the Advance-
ment of Colored People. stated: 
"Unless America is ,villing to come 
to grips ,vith the pro b I em of 
liberty and justice for all (bis term 
for the Negro Revolution) there is 
the grave possibility that blood will 
flow in the streets of our cities like 
it hiJs not since the Civil War: 
And Martin Luther King was 
quoted in an Associated Press dis-
patcb as saying that he foresaw 
"a season of terror and violence" 
unless the new civil rights program 
became the law. Well, Congress 
did bow, and the demonstrations 
merely grew in magnitude. 
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The jungle beat of propaganda 
has risen to such a cadence in 
Washington that a Congressman 
.vas led to remark that AI ein Kampf 
could bave been railroaded through 
the last Congress if it were labelled 
"civil rigbts: This, then, is the 
pass to which our great nation 
has been brought by the drive for 
mis-named "civil rights: I say mis-
named, because every citizen al-
ready possesses all the civil rights 
which entitle him to litigate his 
differences in the courts of our 
land on an equal footing before 
the law. 
We come finally to the question 
which concerns every one of us 
the most of all-what are the broad 
soc i a I implications of the "civil 
rights" crisis? 
The evidence points to a massive 
socio-political collision of almost 
unimaginable proportions. On the 
one hand, there is the irresistable 
force - the pro-integration revolu-
tionary organizations backed by the 
Federal government. Its thrust, as 
we have seen, is toward compul-
sive mL..mg of the white and black 
races. On the other band, there is 
the immovable object - the pro-
segregation sentiment of the Ameri-
can people, who have demonstrated 
repeatedly that they ,vill not toler-
ate more than merely "token" in-
tegration. 
In the years immediately ahead, 
therefore, my belief is that we are 
indeed in for the "season of terror 
and violence" promised by Martin 
Luther King. We are well into it 
now. Last summer we had Watts 
and Cbicago; the summer before, 
Harlem, Brooklyn, Rochester and 
half a dozen lesser riots. All the 
evidence points to more of the 
same. 
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In the North and West, where 
the Negro Revolution has gone 
much farther than in the South, 
because of less organized opposi-
tion, the principal concern of white 
urban-dwellers are personal safety, 
"block-busting" and the bussing of 
school children to achieve "racial 
balance: in that order. Southern 
"moderates" who talk euphemisti-
cally of the "winds of change, join-
ing the 20th Century, and our new 
image" should take a careful note. 
After a few years of increasing 
and widespread disorders, I be-
lieve that a very strong white reac-
tion will set in. The unnatural 
campaign to coerce integration of 
the white and black races in all 
phases of social life is already 
having one result unforseen by its 
planners and advocates. It is in-
creasing race-consciousDess among 
:\egroes to a high degree. There 
are signs of a like development 
among whites. Growing racial dis-
orders will inevitably e a use the 
whites to close ranks. 
The reason is simple, as indicated 
ear Ii e r. The overwhelming ma-
iority of white people will not 
under any circumstances submit to 
inle"acial mixing on a meaningful 
scale! 
Consider ew York. It has had 
so-called civil rights laws in opera-
tion for several years. Radicals 
have been in complete control of 
political and governmental power 
in that state for as long as perhaps 
any other state in the Union. rew 
York is the fountainhead and in-
tellectual source of the whole 
collectivist revolution in our na-
tion. And yet, despite years of 
propaganda and thousands of left-
\ving professors at Columbia, de-
,. 
spite prOximity to Harvard, despite 
FEPC and SCAD, and despite 
Rocky, what do we observe in 
New York City? We see the largest 
segregated Negro community in 
the world. Its name is Harlem. 
The result of so much preachment 
of brotherhood, tolerance, \vithout 
regard to race, creed or color and 
aU the other cliches and of all the 
governmental coercion, is that a 
white man Or woman will not-I 
repeat - will not live in Harlem. 
We in our part of the nation have 
been accused of being backward 
and unenlightened, but our parks 
are safe at night. We have no such 
jungles as that called Central Park. 
Our citizens do not assault innocent 
bystanders on public conveyances 
because of the color of their skins. 
They do not drape themselves 
around construction mac hi n er y 
handcuffed one to another to stop 
the wheels of progress. And our 
citizens are not so cowed that they 
would watch a victim being mur-
dered or assaulted before their eyes 
without daring to lift a finger, be-
cause they were "afraid of being 
involved." 
In this connection, a reporter 
from New York inquired the other 
day if the Citizens' Council in Mis-
sissippi was an "extremist" organi-
zation. He was informed that it 
was not, that the local Council in 
Jackson, for example, numbered a 
dozen past presidents of the Cbam-
ber of Commerce on its board of 
directors, and that these men would 
hardly seem to be extremists. But 
perhaps the overriding reason was 
that our conditions had not de-
teriorated to such a point that we 
were forced to have bands of vigi-
lantes operating like the Macca-
bees in Brooklyn. 
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One of the great civic phenomena 
of our age is the almost unbelieva-
ble shift in the ethnic composition 
of our sprawling metropolitan 
cities. The typical American me-
tropolis today is comprised of a 
business district surrounded by a 
core of segregated Negro slums, 
and the whole encircled by aU-
white suburbs. "Liberals" may in-
variably be found inhabiting these 
suburbsl 
Here we come to another in-
teresting phenomenon of contem-
porary American life. Regardless 
of the lip service he pays to 
brotherhood, tolerance, without re-
gard to race, creed or color, etc., 
the "liberal" shakes his head in 
wonderment at why the South 
won't integrate even as he and his 
family pack their bags and load 
their furniture to join the flight 
to the aU-white suburbs. 
One of the most touching cases 
in point of desperate efforts to 
cling to racial values involves the 
faculty at Columbia University. 
When Harlem expanded toward 
Columbia's "liberal" domain and 
egro children began to exceed 
the acceptable limits of "tokenism; 
the very professors who were so in-
sistent that our children be sacri-
ficed on the altar of their social 
and racial experimentation bas-
tened to transfer their own children 
to private segregated schools. 
More recently, thousands of other 
white parents in New York have 
joined the "liberal" professors at 
Columbia in trying to escape the 
blessings of integration. Fifteen 
thousand of them marched in the 
snow in front of City Hall last 
winter to express their hitter op-
position to the board of education's 
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plan for achieving "racial balance." 
This Alice-in-Wonderland monstro-
sity was designed to achieve the 
interracial millenium by pairing 
white and Negro pupils in a gigan-
tic bussing operation. Othenvise 
docile New Yorkers rose up in fury 
when they I ear ned that their 
children were scheduled to attend 
schools in neighborhoods which 
they themselves feared to enter in 
broad daylight. 
Other evidence that the majority 
is fed up and is about ready to do 
something may be seen on every 
hand. 
In Montclair, 'ew Jersey, a $3.8-
million bond issue to finance a 
school integration program was de-
feated by a better than 3 to 2 mar-
gin. In Teaneck, New Jersey, the 
board of education voted 7 to 2 to 
end so-called racial imbalance in 
the schools-and when it was an-
nounced at a parents~ meeting, 
hundreds jumped to their feet, 
shook their fists in anger and 
shouted insults at the board. 
In Detroit, a Home Owners 
Council obtained far more than the 
required signatures to initiate a 
referendum on "open bousing." 
And the Detroit City Council, feel-
ing the \vind of change on its sensi-
tive neck, defeated a proposed 
"fair-hOusing" ordinance. 
In Boston, school board members 
who opposed bussing were elected 
overwhelmingly. 
In city after city so-called 
"moderates" are being swept from 
office by those advocating a tough 
policy against civil rights demon-
strators who show their non-violent 
love for their fellow man by boy-
,. 
cotting him, by denouncing him, 
by lying down in the streets, in 
hotel lobbies, in automobile dis-
play rooms, and so OIL This is 
known as FREEDOM NOW! 
At a egro rally in Cambridge, 
Mar y I and, last year, Saturdny 
Eveing Post Washington editor 
Stewart Alsop sat next to a egro 
woman who was chanting "Free-
dom. Freedom." Alsop asked her 
specifically wbat it was that she 
wante<l Was it better jobs, better 
housing, or more school integra-
tion? The questions seemed merely 
to irritate her. "Can't you under-
stand? she said. "We want free-
dom, freedom, NOWl" 
In Springfield, Illinois, the state 
legislature defeated a "fair housing" 
bill In Cary, Indiana, the mayor 
led a movement to oppose open 
occupancy housing legislation. 
In Seattle, Washington, voters re-
jected by a 2 to 1 marign an ordi-
nance which would have made it 
illegal not to sell or rent to indi-
viduals belonging to racial and re-
ligious groups. 
And in California, Proposition 14 
to repeal the Rumford Act, a state 
law on so-called open housing, won 
2 to I-while Lyndon Johnson de-
feated Barry Coldwater 3 to 2. In 
Berkeley, California, last year, a 
record 82 per cent of the registered 
voters rejected an ordinance which 
would have made it a crime to re-
fuse to sell one's home to a Negro. 
The occasion led an NAACP mem-
ber in Berkeley to comment pro-
phetically, "When the issue of 
integration is placed directly in 
&ont of the American people, as 
represented in Berkeley, the ma-
jority are against it." 
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And now the mayor of Bismarck, 
'ortb Dakota-a "liberal" town in 
a "liberal" state whose representa-
tives in Congress have consistently 
voted for compulsory race mixing 
in Dixie-this mayor is leading the 
opposition to location of a Job 
Corps training center near his town 
because they haven't had any "you 
know who" in Bismarck yet, and 
they want no part of the troubles 
plaguing more advanced segments 
of the Creat Society. 
Time after time - and the ex-
amples mentioned are only a few-
voters in all parts of America have 
rejected acts of governmental coer-
cion designed to bring about social 
intermixture of egroes and 
whites. 10 fact, the trend is so well 
established that no less an organi-
zation than the Americans for 
Democratic Action is terribly afraid 
for the people to be permitted to 
vote on any question involving the 
racial revolution - and this from 
the advocates of "democracy." 
But perhaps the most dramatic 
example of white people refusing 
to submit to interracial mixing is 
the Watts area of Los Angeles, 
where the worst race riot in Ameri-
can history occurred last August. 
There, in the space of a few years, 
350,000 egroes replaced 300,000 
whjtes. In a 5O-square-mile area. 
one can drive for miles without 
seeing a white face. Seldom has 
such unanimity of purpose been 
so graphically expressed by so 
many. 
In the face of the evidence men-
tioned above, which is only a sug-
gestion of the vast outlines of white 
reaction, how any "liberal" can still 
maintain that integration is inevita-
ble is hard to understand. Integra-
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tion is not inevitable. It is imIJOS-
sible! 
Experience with the ill-fated Pro-
hibition Amendment should have 
demonstrated to the A mer i can 
people once and for all the folly 
of attempting to c han g e social 
custom by legal machinery. During 
the turbulent days of the unsuccess-
ful attempt to enforce Prohibition, 
a number of Northern states openly 
and flagrantly defied the "law of 
the land." The governor of ew 
Jersey, for instance. even went so 
far as to boast that he would make 
his state as wet as the Atlantic 
Ocean. And I dare say you are not 
altogether unacquainted with our 
somewhat ambivalent position on 
Prohibition here in Mississippi. 
Despite the parallel between the 
Eighteenth Amendment and "civil 
rights."" however. there are two 
differences of major importance. 
First, there was no que s t ion 
about the constitutionality of Pro-
hibition. It was part of the Consti-
tution itself by virtue of having 
been properly ratified by three-
fuurths of the state legislatures. 
The Civil Rights Act of 1964, for 
example. which is infiniteJy more 
extreme in its possible effects, has 
no such claim. On the contrary. it 
violates the most fundamental in-
dividual freedoms guaranteed in 
the Constitution - freedom of 
speech and trial by jury, not to 
mention property rights, and the 
fact that it would create for the 
first time a national police force to 
supervise our social customs. 
And secondly, while fee lin g s 
were intense during the debate 
over the Eighteenth Amendment, 
they in nowise approached the 
deep violence of emotion stirred by 
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the 1\egro Revolution w h i c h is 
being engrafted now into jurispru-
dence by the Civil Rights Act and 
Voting Act. It is easy to understand 
why the feelings are so different. 
The Eighteenth Amendment had to 
do merely with the consumption or 
non-consumption of alcoholic bev-
erages. If it had compelled non-
drinkers to drink, then it would 
have been comparable in kind -
though not in degree-to the civil 
rig h t s legislation. On the other 
hand, the civil rights act does do 
this. It forces non·drinkers to drink 
from the cup of genocide. 
Prohibition was declared in ef-
fect on January 14, 1920. It was 
repealed e f f e c t i v e December 5, 
1933. Despite the tremendous sup-
port which it obviously enjoyed at 
the outset - approval which it is 
now difficult to imagine - just 10 
years after its adoption the people 
had begun to reverse themselves. 
And just four years after that it was 
repealed as decisively as it had 
been adopted. The Civil Rights Act 
enjoys no such unanimous support. 
On the contrary, as has been dem-
onstrated. its pro p 0 n e n t s com-
pletely mistrust the puhlic's ,viII. 
Thus, it is safe to say that the life 
of the Civil Rights Act will be far 
more abortive, though probably far 
more violent. than was the case 
with Prohibition. It ,viII never be 
accepted and can never be enforced 
to any meaningful extent. 
The question may fairly be asked 
whv all of this has happened 
ag~inst the will of the majority. A 
total answer is complex in detail, 
but relatively simple in outline. It 
is because of a highly organized 
force of collectivists, relatively few 
in number, who have mastered the 
techniques of propaganda, pressure, 
and organization. They have used 
these techniques to work their will 
on an unorganized and largely un-
knowing majority. The real key to 
the collectivist drive has been the 
creation of a minority bloc vote as 
p[eviously mentioned. At the same 
time, they have so exploited sec-
tional differences as to divide the 
white majorities in the West, the 
Middle West, the 'ortb and the 
South. Thus, puhlic opinion has 
been inflamed against the South, 
where every time a member of our 
most puhlized minority stubs his 
toe it produces headlines from the 
Atlantic to the Pacific that his "civil 
rights" have been violated - but 
open racial warfare on the streets 
of New York rates scarcely a men-
tion. The reason should be appar-
ent. It is to array section against 
section and white against white 
while the Reds use the blacks for 
their own purposes. 
White public opinion is a sleep-
ing giant. True, it seems predis-
posed to sleep. But also true, it is 
a giant. Under the whiplash of the 
"civil rights" revolution, it is at long 
last beginning to stir. 
And when white opinion finally 
unites and moves toward its own 
self-preservation, it will sweep hom 
public office those politicians who 
sold out to the Negro Revolution. 
For regardless of the temporary 
power now held by those whites 
who place the Negro Revolution 
not only above the interest of their 
own race, but above the interest 
of the nation itself-regardless of 
this temporary power - tile ma-
;ority of whites in the United States 
will not tolerate the loss of their 
personal freedoms! 
And that is what the "civil rights" 
crisis is all about. 
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22 THE CITIZEN 
A Big Success 
(Continu~ from page 2 ) 
instructor in English at Council 
School '0. 1 in Jackson, Miss., pre-
sented a panel discussion of what 
their schools meant to them. 
By common consent, delegates 
agreed that the 1966 Citizens' 
Councils of America Leadership 
Conference was the finest and most 
rewarding ever held. 
And in response to many requdSts 
from those in attendance, the com-
plete addresses presented at the 
Conference will be published in 
future issues of THE CITIZEN, 
beginning next month. We know 
they will mean as much to our 
readers as they did to those for-
tunate enough to hear them in 
Chattanooga. 
FIVE-POINT ACTION PROGRAM 
OF THE CITIZENS' COUNCIL 
1 Prevent Rue-Mi.in,. Racial integrity is ~tial to civlliution and 
liberty. The fate of the white man (and woman ) in the Congo and 
other new African nations is a stern warning! 
2 Avoid Violence. Experience has proved that where integration occurs, 
violence becomes inevitable. Peaceful operation of segregated schools 
in the South proves that social separation of the races is best for all 
concerned. 
3 Maintain . nd Restore Leg.1 Segregation. As growing disorder in Northern 
cities shows, jf segregation breaks down the social structure breaks down. 
The Communists hope to achieve disintegration through integrAtion in 
America! 
.. Defend States' Rights. The states are the sources of all governmental 
power, local and Federal. Under the Tenth Amendment, the states have 
the reserved power to decide questions of segregation. Federal usurpa -
lion of any such power is a violation of the Constitution. 
5 Correct the Court a,. d the Congress. Both the Supreme Court's "Slack 
Monday" decision and the Congressional " Civil Rights Act" are obvious-
ly unconstitutional, based on false "science" in mockery of the law. If 
they stand, social segregation and laws against intermarriage are doomed. 
Such a prospect is intolerable! The " Black Monday" decision must be 
reversed, the " Civil Rights Iv;t" repealed! 
JOIN AND SUPPORT THE CITIZENS' COUNCIL 
Organisation is the Key to Victory ! 
WORK • •. HOPE . .• PRAY fOR WHITE MONDA Y 
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Know The Facts~ 
Order Your Citizens' Council 
SIGNIFICANT SPEECHES ON SEGREGATION 
IA Strength Through Unity! - Gov. 
Ross R. Barnett of M ississippi. The famous 
1960 New Orleans address that sparked 
the drive for Southern political unity ! 
25~ each 6 for $1 
3A The Challenge To The South And 
How It Must Be Met-Judge leander H . 
Perez, Sr., of New Orleans. A powerful 
plea for white solidarity! 
25~ uch 6 for $1 
4A We've Reached The Era of Judi-
cial Tyranny - Sen. Jame<i O. Eastland 
10-Miss.). The classic attack on forced 
integration! 
25~ each 6 for $1 
5A Segregation And The South 
Judge Tom P. Brady. An historic talk 
by the author of " Black Monday." 
25~ each 6 for $ 1 
SA The South~s JU.lt Cau.se - Dr. 
W . M . Caskey, professor of h istory and 
government at Mississippi College. An 
eloquent oration delivered at Valley 
Forge, Pa . 
25¢ e.ach 6 for $1 
lOA Ole M iss And The Constitution 
-Richard D. Morphew. The facts about 
the Ole M iss invasion as told to an as-
sembly program at the Cal ifornia Institute 
of Technology. Pasadena, Calif. 
25¢ each 6 for $ 1 
12A M ississippi Still Says " Neve r"! 
and Victory At Oxford---Gov. Ross R. 
Bamett's famous statewide address o n the 
eve of the Ole Miss crisis, an incisive 
editorial from THE CITIZEN ! 
25~ each 6 for $1 
t 3A Rue Relations And Ciyi' Rights : 
A Southern Poi nt Of View- W . J . Sim-
mons. An address to the famous Yale 
Politica l Union at Yale University, New 
Haven, Conn. 
2S~ each 6 for $1 
2' 
14A Why Segreg"tioft Is Right -
W. J . Simmons. A pa~r presented at 
Not re Dame University, South Bend. Ind. 
25~ each 6 for $1 
15A Civil Rights And The Second 
Reconstruction- W . J . Simmons. An ad-
dress to the famed Jefferson Society at 
the University of Virginia, Charlottesville, 
Va. 
25~ each 6 for $ 1 
18A Ciyil Rights And The Neg r 0 
Revolution - W. J. Simmons. A lecture 
delivered at the University of Hawa ii, 
predicting the "white backlash" which 
has subsequently developed following the 
excesses of the integrationists. 
25~ each 6 for $1 
20A Why Califorf'lia Is Organis ing 
-W. J . Simmons. Remarks delivered at 
the Organizational Meeting o f the Greater 
Los Angeles Citizens' Council, tracing 
the collect ivist ties of the d r i v e for 
forced intcoration and outlining a plan 
for victory. 
25~ each 6 for $1 
21 A Political And Social Implications 
Of The ' Cjyil Righh' Crisis - W . J . 
Simmons. An address to law students at 
the University of Mississippi, published 
in the January 1966 issue of THE 
CITIZEN. 
50~ each 3 for $ 1 
TIMELY ARTICLES ON 
RACE RELATIONS 
AND SCIENCE 
I B Putnam Letten - Carleton Put-
nam's famous letters to the President and 
Attorney General of the United States. 
25~ u ch 6 for $ 1 
28 The Vardam,," Idea - Former 
Gov. James K. Vardaman of Mississippi's 
ideas for solving the race problem. 
25~ u ch 6 for $1 
THE ClT t ZEN 
Be Well I nformed ~ 
Literature From This Complete Listl 




38 Rac e In America : The Conserva-
tiye St"nd-W. J. Simmons. Congres-
sional Record reprint of an a rticle in the 
book, " The Search For America." The 
Mississippi legislature commended this 
presentation. 
10~ eac.h 15 for $f 
4B Race And Reason Day In Miuis-
sippi-Special issue of THE CITI ZEN 
containing Carleton Putnam's Jackson 
speech, together with articles by Rep. 
John Bell W illiams (D-Miss.) and others. 
$ 1 each 10 for $ 7 .50 
6 B The Hybrid Race Doctrine-Dr. 
Bela Hubbard. Praised by leading scien-
tists as a highly-effective argument 
against miscegenation from the biologi -
cal vie ..... point. 
25~ each 6 for $1 
78 Ethn ic Group Differe nces - Dr. 
Stanley O. Po rteus, director of the Psy-
chological Research Center at the Uni -
ve rSIty of Ha ..... aii. reports on hi s study of 
racial differences. 
25¢ each 6 for $ 1 
8 B Racial Facts- A collection of 70 
brief, documented facts on face, includ -
ing many statistics of interest. 
I O ~ each 15 for $1 
9 B The South And The S e c 0 n d 
Reconstruction - Or. Henry E. Garrett. 
A readable and factual explanation of the 
pressures behind the drive for forced 
integratio n, written by a past president 
of the American Psychological Associa-
tion who for I 5 years headed the De-
partment of Psychology CIt Columbia Uni-
ve rSity in New York. 
50~ each 10 fo r $4 
J AN U ARY I !it66 
108 Zoologiu l Subspecies Of Man 
-Dr. E. Raymond Hall. A d iscussion of 
racial groupings by a leading authority, 
now professor of zoology and director of 
the Museum of Natural History at the 
University of Kansas. 
25~ each 6 for S I 
1 18 On T he Nature Of Pre jud ice-
Dr. A. James Gregor, professor o f phi-
losophy at the University of H3waii. finds 
that " preferential asscx:iation is charac-
teristic of all social animals." 
25 ~ eac h 6 for 51 
128 Klineberg~s Chapte r On R ac e 
And Psychology-Dr. Henry E. Garrett, 
past president of the American Psycholo-
gical AssOCiation, in a critical review of 
a social psychologist's contribution to a 
UNESCO publication on race. 
25 ¢ each 6 for $ 1 
1 3 8 T he Emerge nce Of Racial Gene -
t ics - Dr. R. Ruggles Gates. The late 
professor at the University of london 
traces the eme rgence of a new scientific 
discipline. 
25 ~ each 6 for $ 1 
14 B The Racial History Of Scandi-
navi~ - Dr. Bertil J. lundman, anthro-
pology professor at the University of 
Uppsala in Sweden. di~usses the racial 
origins of the region. 
25¢ each 6 fo r 5 1 
15B Some Neglected Aspects Of The 
' Minorit ies' Problem - Dr. George A. 
Lundberg, chalrmCln of the sociology de-
partment at the Uni\oersity of Washing-
ton, calls for a frank public discussion of 
this important Question! 
25 ¢ each 6 for $1 
168 The S.P.S.S.1. And Racial Dif-
fe re nces-Dr. Henry E. Garrett answers a 
resolution of the Scx:iety for the Psycho-
logical Study of Scx:ial Issues on Negro-
white d Iffe rences in mental tests. 
25 ~ each 6 for $1 
25 




118 Soci.al Science Testimony In The 
Desegregation wses--Or. Ernest van den 
Haag, professor of social phi~y at 
New York University and lecturer at the 
New School for Social Research, explodes 
the arguments of the NAACP's leading 
scientific "expert," Kenneth Clark. This 
article from the Villanova Law Review is 
free of academic doubletalk! It states in 
plain terms how and why Clark's testi-
mony was misleading! 
25¢ each 6 for $1 
188 The I n h e ri t il " c e Of Ment.al 
Ability - Sir Cyril Burt. One of the 
world's leading psychologists, Dr. Burt 
was the first Bmish psychologist to be 
knighted. A discussion of the influence 
of heredity on intelligence . 
50¢ each 10 for $4 
198 bee: 11 QuestiOfts And 11 
Answers-Dr. Henry E. Garrett, Carleton 
Putnam, and Dr. W . C. George. A reply 
to Questions on race posed by the Anti-
Defamation League. 
$1 each 10 for $7.s0 
208 An Inquiry Concerning Racial 
Prejudice - Dr. Charles C. Posey, pro-
fessor emeritus of psychology at Butler 
Unive~ity in Indiana, presents an in-
teresting discussion in this monograph. 
$1 each 10 for $7.50 
21B The American Melting Pot: Its 
Meaning To Us - Dr. John M . Rad-
zinski. A dist inguished neurologist and 
psychiatrist who emigrated to the U.S. 
from Poland discusses why race should 
be a factor in immigration laws. 
50~ each 3 for $1 
llB Ps ychod iagnosis, Prognosis, 
School Desegregation And Delinquency-
Dr. Clairette P. Arrmtrong, former chief 
psychologist of the Children's Court and 
Domestic Relations Court in New York 
City, tells why integrated schools are 
harmful to Negro children, while segre-
gated schools can help them. 
25~ each 6 for $ 1 
23B Selective Association Of Ethnic 
Groups In A High School - Dr. George 
A. Lundberg and Lenore Dickson. A 
survey of the racial attitudes of stu-
dents in a Northern integrated high 
school. 
$1 each 10 for $7.50 
2' 
24B Desegregation : Fact & Hokum 
-Dr. Henry E. Garrett explodes the en-
vironmentalist argument. 
50~ each 3 for $1 
25B Framewcmc: FCH' love - Carle-
ton Putnam answers 104 questions on 
race submitted by C a I i for n i a coll~ 
students. 
50~ each 3 fOf $1 
RELIGION 
I C A Christian View On Segregation 
- Dr. Guy T . Gillespie. A reasoned, 
scholarly presentation by a highly-re-
spected Presbyterian minister and educa-
tor. 
25~ each 6 for $1 
3C A Jewish View On Segregation--
By a Jewish Southerner, giving his sel-
dom-heard viewpoint. 
25¢ each 6 for $1 
4C Christianity And Segregation 
Dr. W . A. Criswell, pastor of the First 
Baptist Church of Dallas, Texas, the 
Southern Baptist Convention's largest 
church, in a plain-spoken address to the 
South Carolina Legislature. 
10¢ each 15 for $1 
5C A Methodist Declaration Of Coft-
science On Racial Segregation - Dr. 
Medford Evan5. A ..... idely-discussed ar-
ticle adopted as an official policy st'ate-
ment by the Mississippi Association of 
Methodist Ministers and Laymen. 
10 __ eac-h 15 for $1 
6C Why Integration Is Un-Christi~n 
-The Rev. T . Robert Ingram. A dis-
tinguished EpiSC'OlhlI clergyman presents 
important reasons why segregation must 
be preserved! This article is adapted 
from a hard-hitting address to the Jack-
son (Miss. ) Citizens' Council. 
25¢ each 6 for $1 
7C The Tngic Truth About The 
C~tholic Race-Mixing Program In Hew 
Orluns-Jackson G. Ricau, veteran 
Citizens' Council 'Worker and devoted 
Catholic who was excommunicated for 
his belief in segregation, reports the 
alarming facts! 
25 __ uch 6 for $1 
THE CITIZEN 
SCHOOLS 
lD School Int~ration In Wau.ing-
toft, D. C.-Official 1957 Congressional 
Committee report shows what happened 
when schools were intl!9rated in the na-
tion's capital. 
25¢ uch 6 for $1 
20 Mixed Schools And Mind Blood 
- Herbert Ravena I Sass, a South Caro-
li na author of national repute, goes to 
the very heart of the controversy! 
25~ each 6 for $1 
40 The Disorders At The District 
Of Columbia High School ChampioMhip 
Football Game--Official report on a race 
riot in Washington, D. C.! 
25~ each 6 for $1 
50 Negroes, Intelligenc-e And Preju-
dice--Dr. Ernest van den Haag discusses 
school integration and its effects on 
children of both races. 
25~ each 6 for $1 
60 How To Start A Printe School 
- The September 1 964 special issue of 
THE CITIZEN. 
3 for $1 
70 The School That Cu't Be Mixed 
- Case history of successful operation 
of Council School No. 1 in Jackson, 
Miss., as featured in July-Auoust 1965 
issue of THE CITIZEN. 
50~ uch 3 for $1 
80 How Classroom Desegreg~tion 
Will Work - Dr. Henry E. Garrett re· 
vie'Ws the results of integration in this 
factual study for THE CITIZEN for Oc-
tober 1965. 
50¢ each 3 for $1 
90 How Can We Eduute O ... r Chil-
dren? - The November 1965 issue of 
THE CITIZEN was devoted to this 
question, and features outstanding arti-
tides by Dr. Medford Evans. 
50~ uch 3 for $1 
LAW 
3£ EquaJit, Venus liberty: The 
Eternal Conflict---R. Carter Pittman. A 
noted Georgia attorney's carefully-re-
searched article from the Journal of the 
American Bar Association. 
25¢ each 6 for $1 
JANUARY I ee.e. 
4E 'Integratioft Amendment' Was 
Never Legan, Adopted!-Judge M. M . 
McGowan, a distinguished MiSSissippi 
jurist, analyzes the dubious background 
of the 14th Amendment. 
25¢ each 6 for $1 
5E The Blessings Of Liberty Va. The 
Blight Of Equality-R. Carter Pittman, 
one of the attorneys in the celebrated 
Stell case, discusses the legal and .scien-
tific arguments which won a. clear-cut 
Federal Court decision favoring school 
segregation ! 
25¢ each 6 for $1 
6E Federal Judge Says Separate 
Schools Are Best For Both Races - The 
historic opinion of U. S. District Judge 
Sidney C. Mize in the Jackson .school 
case, published in its entirety in the 
October 1964 issue of THE CITIZEN. 
50¢ each 3 for 51 
7E The Right Not To listen - This 
frequently-ignored right is outlined in 
detail by the Virginia Commission On 
Constitutional Government. 
25~ uch 6 for $1 
ORGANIZATION 
4F Whoat Is The Citisens' Council 
Do;ng1 - A handy pocket-size leaflet. 
listing the many activities of the Citizens' 
Council movement, and its action pro -
gram. An ideal recruiting piece! 
Single Cop, Free 100 for $2 
6F Organisation: The Ke, To Vic-
tory-W. J . Simmons outlines why con-
cerned whites must organize, and tells 
how to get started! 
Single Cop, Free 25 for $1 
8F The Citiuns' Cou"cil--A History 
-R. B. Patterson. A brief, authoritative 
history of the Citizens' Council move-
ment by one of its founders. 
10¢ each 15 for 51 
9F Integrity-Louis W . Holli s tell s 
the importance of organized action to 
preserve our nat ion's racial integrity. 
10~ each 15 for $1 
10F The Road Ahead-R. B. Patter-
son offers a formula for action to defeat 
the agitators! 




11 F The Majority Conse",,,s-Wil. 
liam K. Shearer. This address to the Los 
Angeles Citize nsl Council shows why or-
ganized action is important-and how it 
-::an be e ffective--outside the South ! 
2S¢ each 6 for $1 
12f White Monday'" Mississippi-
$peeial issue of THE CITIZEN for June 
1965 on spectacular May 17. 1965 Citi-
zens' Council rally in Jackson featuring 
Alabama GJv. George C. Wallace. Full 
text of Gov. Wallace's address included. 
$1 uch 10 for $7.50 
INTEGRATION & COMMUNISM 
2G Pro-Communist Record of Robert 
C. Weant-Documentation on the for-
mer NAACP board chairman, now a high 
officia l in the Johnson Administration! 
IOj! each 15 for $1 
4G The Story Of The NAACP-Re-
vealing excerpts from the book. by the 
white woman who helped found the 
NAACP ! 
10¢ each 15 for $1 
5G The NAACP Legillative Score-
board-How the left-wing lobby oper-
ales. 
10¢ each 15 for $1 
7G Is The Supreme Court Pro-Com-
rnullistl - Sen. James O. Eastland (0-
Miss.), chairman of the Senate Judiciary 
Committee, discloses the facts! 
50~ each '0 for $4 
8G Forced Integration Is Commu-
nism In Action! - Dr. Medford Evans 
shows why the Communists a re pushing 
the d rive for race-mixing, and why the 
South is the number one Soviet target! 
25_ each 6 for $1 
9G There Is No Substitute For Vic-
tory!--Gen. Edwin A. Walker. Special 
issue of THE CIT IZEN containing the 
famous address de livered in Jackson by 
" the genera l they couldn' t muz zle"! 
$1 each 10 for $7.50 
12G The Un-Ameriun Revolution ! 
- Three Citi zens' Council staff mem-
bers - W . J. Simmons, Dr. Medford 
Evans and Richard O. Morphew - show 
the connections between Communism and 
the integration movement and discuss re -
cent developments. 
25_ each 6 for $1 
2. 
13G The Communist Menace : Red 
~Is And Christian Ideals - J . Edgar 
Hoover. Reprints of three articles written 
for " Christianity Today" by the director 
of the FB I, outlining the Communist 
t h rea t to our Christian heritage, and 
showing how Red propagandists are using 
American pulpits. 
10,: each 15 for $1 
14G Pro-Communist Record Of Mar-
tin Luther King, Jr.-Oocumentation of 
the pro-Red activities and associations of 
the nation's "most notorious lia,"! 
10,: each 15 for $1 
15G Civil Rights Or Civil War1-
Dan Smoot shows how current racial agi -
tation is linked with the long- range Com-
munist program to capture America. 
25_ each 6 for $1 
16G The Colossal Frnd- This leaf-
let shows the Communist plan for relcial 
agi tation, and gives a top U.S. Commu-
nist' s own explanation of the Party's ra-
cial policy. 
10¢ each 15 for $1 
17G More Deadly Than The Bomb--
Robert Henry Goldsborough, former in-
"estigator for the House Committee on 
Un-American Activities, details the Com-
munist dangers which threaten America 
today! 
25,: euh 6 for $1 
18G Communism And The HAACP 
- Reprints of two volumes of documen-
tation originally compiled and published 
by the Georgia Commission On Education. 
SI per set 
19G The Communist Plot To Take 
Over Miuiuippi - Senator James O. 
Eastland documents the Communist pene-
tralion of "ci"il rights" acti"ities in this 
startling expose, published in THE CIT I-
ZEN for February 1965. 
50,: each 3 for S 1 
20G Why The Reds Say Miuiuippi 
Mu.st Go - More documentation by 
Senator Eastland in the April 1965 issue 
of T HE C ITIZEN, together with a schol-
arly analysis of the agitators and their 
tactics by Dr. Medford Evans. 
50¢ each 3 for $1 
21 G The Alabama Report - The 
biennial report to the Alabama Legisla-
ture by the Alabama Legislative Com-
mission To Preserve The Peace, which 
cites such groups and individuals as 
THE CITIZEN 
INTEGRATION & COMMUNISM 
IContinued) 
SNCC, CORE, SCLC and Ma rtin Luther 
King, Jr. as Commun ist or pro-Com-
munist, and backs up its findings with 
70 pages of documentation and original 
materia l. 
50~ uch 3 I .. $1 
NEGRO CRIME & MIGRATION 
1 H Where Is The Reign Of Terror' 
-Rep. John Bell Williams IO-Miss.'. de-
livers irrefutable facts showing Negro 
crime rampant in the integrated North! 
25-. uch 6 for $1 
BOOKS 
2J The Age Of E"or - W . E. 
Michael. A factual and hard-hiNing 
treatment of integration by judicial de -
cree. 
3J Rue And Reason - A Yankee 
View - Carleton Putnam. The famous 
book which states the South's case in 
terms the North can understand. MUST 
reading! (Hard cover). 
$3.25 eac.h 
4J Race AAd Reason--Carleton Put-
nam. (Paperback edition ). 
$2 each 
5J The Biology Of The ltaee Prob-
lem-Or. Wesley C. George. A superb 
report proving the scientific fact that ra-
cial differences 00 exist! (Paperbackl. 
50,: each to for $3.50 
6J The Negro In American Ciyiliu · 
tion-Nathaniel Weyl. A scholarty analy-
sis of the Negro race, its fa ilu res and 
limited potential. Tears the equalitarian 
arguments to shreds! 
$6 uch 
7J Essays On Segregation - Edited 
by the Rev. T. Robert Ingram. A con-
vincing series of essays by six Episcopal 
priests who speak out for segregation as 
the Christian way of living. (Paperback). 
$1.50 each 
8J The Southern Case For S c h 0 0 I 
Segregation - James J. Kilpatrick. The 
Southern viewpoi nt s'killfully advanced by 
the a rticulate young editor of the Rich -
mond (Va,) News Leader! 
$3.95 each 
JANUARY 1 ~66 
9J The Cu't Of E"u.lity- Stuart O. 
Landry. Out lines the danger inherent in 
the equa litarian doctrine, and presents 
examples of racia l differences. (NOTE : 
We have obtained the last available 
copies of this book. It will soon be a 
collector's item, so order now!) 
$3.50 each 
1 2J bce. Heredity And CivilisatioR 
-Dr. Wesley C. George, author of the 
famed "George Report," in a highly-
readable discussion of human prog ress 
and the race problem. This booklet goes 
to the heart of the issue, and refutes the 
integrationist propaganda line, item by 
item! (Paperback). 
50,: each 10 for $4 
14J The Tribe That Lost Its Head-
Nicholas Monsarrat. A novel concerning 
what happens when "freedom" comes to 
the mythical African country of Phara-
maul. It could well have served as the 
script for recent developments in Africa! 
$4.95 each 
16J None Dare Call It Treason--John 
A. Stormer. The carefully-documented 
story of America's retreat from victory 
in the struggle with world Communism. 
( Paperback) . 
75,: each 3 for $2 
17J A Texan Looks At Lyndon-J. 
EveNs Haley. Described by the author as 
"a study in illegitimate power," t his 
hard -hiNing book examines the ambi-
tions, methods, associates and ca reer of 
Lyndon B. Johnson--as the "home folks" 
know him! (Paperback). 
$ teach 3 for $2 
18J The New Fanatics-William A. 
Massey. A thoughtful analysis of the 
fanaticism of present-day "intellec tuals," 
whose tortured logic drives them to a 
" frelntic belief in the equality of men." 
(Paperback •. 
$1 each 
19J The Anatomy Of A Controversy 
-This 3 -part work contains articles on 
the race question by leading scientists 
who challenge the scientific validity of 
the UNESCO pamphlet, " Racial Myths." 
(Set of 3 paperbacks, totalling 166 
pages) . 
$1 .50 per set 
20J Take Your Choice - Separation 
0, MORgrelisation - Theodore G. Bilbo. 
A few copies of the late Senator's ha rd-
to - find book have been located. It 
borden; on prophecy in its d iscussion of 





21 J The Secrd War For The A-
Bom~Or. Medford Evans, now a Citi -
zens' Council staff member, resigned his 
job as chief of training for the Atomic 
Energy Commission to write this book! 
Despite many efforts to supprHS this 
thought - provoking volume, it has at-
tracted wide interest a m 0 n g patriotic 
Americans. We could 0 b t a i n only a 
limited quantity-and each copy will be 
autographed by the author! 
$3.95 each 
221 Whit. Tea c h • r In A II.ack 
School - Robert Kendall , an idealistic 
white teacher from Michigan, wrote this 
book after two years teaching in Neg ro 
schools in Los Angeles. This true story 
of the incorrigible, obscene and intet-
lectually - substandard "pupils" he en-
countered will make even a do-gooder 
think! Although the language may shock 
you, once you start reading this book 
you'll find it impossible to put down! 
(New paperback edition) . 
7S¢ uch 
23J Bbck MoniCby-Judge Tom P. 
Srady. The masterpiece which aroused 
the South immediately following the 
1954 Supreme Court school integration 
decision, now reprinted in a special 
paperback edition! 
$1 each 12 for $10 
24J The Great Deceit - A Veritas 
Foundation Staff Study; introduction and 
e p i log u e by Archibald 8 . Roosevelt; 
Zygmund Dobbs, resea rch director. A 
ca refully-documented study of socialism, 
and an exposure of the social pseudo -
sciences. (Paperback). 
$3.75 each 
25J Open Occu~ncy TS. For c: e d 
Hou,ing - Alfred Avins, editor. A 
symposium on property rights in hous-
ing, presenting ,he views of leaders in 
many fields . 
$6 each 
261 CiTii Rights Myths And Com-
munist Realities - Dr. Medford Evans. 
Reveals ,he propaganda techniques now 
being used to foster the idea of racial 
equality. 
50¢ each 10 for $4 
27J The South And Segregation 
Or. Peter A. Carmichael. A brilliant and 
devastating a nalysis of the Supreme 
30 
Court's school in tegration rulings by a 
prOfessor at Louisiana State University. 
$6 uch 
28J The Negro Family - Our own 
reprin t of an official U.S. Government 
document which the Administra tion tried 
despe~tely to suppr~. Here, in tables, 
charts and g raphs, is ample proof of vast 
racial differences! 
$1 uch 10 for $5 
PERIODICALS 
I K The Citiun - Official monthly 
publication of the Citi zens' Council 
movement, in magaz ine format. 
$3 per year 
2K The AugU.Jta Courier-A pla in-
spoken and fearless weekly paper edited 
by Roy V. Harris. 
$4 per yur 
3K The Mankind Qu..rteriy-An in -
lemational quarterly jourNiI dealing with 
!'<lee and inheritance, published in Edin -
burgh, Scotland, by professors of estab-
lished reputation. 
$4 per yur 
4K Tactics-Monthly publication of 
Anti-Communist liaison, edited by Ed-
ward Hunter, authority on psychological 
warfare . 
$10 per year 
lOOK Bound Volume--The Citinn,' 
Council - Complete file of the officia l 
monthly Citizens' Council newspaper, 
from October 1955 through September 
1961, in du rable binding. Quantify ex-
tremely limited. A must for resea rchers! 
$35 eac.h 
101 K Bouftd Volume--The Citinn, 
1961-62-The first year's issues of the 
official Cooneil magazine, attractively 
bound for years of use! 
$6.50 each 
102K Bound Volume--The Citizen, 
1962-63 - Just a few available! 
$6.50 each 
103K Bound Volume--The Cifin .. , 
1963- 64-Useful, durable , attractive. 
$6.50 each 
104K SouAd Volume - The Citiaen 




9L ( itiuns' Council Road,id. Signs 
Large 24" diameter metal signs with 
Citi zens' Council emblem in full color, 
drilled for easy mounting. (FOB Jack-
son, Miss. ) 
$15 each 2 for $25 
10L ' Neyer' Buttons - White lapel 
buttons bearing the single word, ' NEVER' 
- widely-publicized, very popular ! 
10¢ uch 15 for $1 
11 L Miuiuippl Flat Car T~g. 
.... ttractive red, white and blue, with Mis-
sissippi State Flag and slogan, " Today, 
tomorrow and foreved " Standard license 
plate size. 
$1 uch 
14L Restaurant, Hotel, Motel, Etc . 
Sign...-Proclaim in bold type that "Every 
penny of Negro trade forced on this es-
tablishment will be donated to the Citi-
zens' Councill" Gummed stickers can be 
mailed in regular envelopes without fold-
ing. 
6 for 25¢ 100 I .. $2 
15L Cm .. en,' Council lml»lems--Of-
ficial emblems in full color, 4" diameter, 
pressure-sensitive for easy application on 
inside of windows. For car, home or of-
fice! 
SO., each 3 for $ 1 
16L Coftfede rate Flag Car Tags 
Heavy metal, full color, standard license 
plate size. 
$1 uch 
17L '" Stand With W.llaceu Car 
Tag..-features picture of Governor Wal -
lace, '" Stand With Wallace" slogan, 
Confederate FI,ag in background. Heavy 
metal, standard license plate size . 
$1 each 
PHONOGRAPH RECORDS 
I M Rue And Reason Day 'n Mi.-
sis.sipp~An LP record of Carleton Put-
nam's famous talk in Jackson, Miss., in-
cluding remarks by Gov. Ross Barnett 
and Rep. John Bell W illiams. Play on 
any 33-1 / 3 rpm player, a full 50 minutes 
of valuable material! 
$5 each 2 for $7.95 
JANUARY UI06 
2M Th. General They Couldn't MID-
sle--Gen. Edwin A. Walker's address in 
Jackson, on a 50-minute LP record, 
plays on any 33 - 1/3 rpm played 
$5 uch 2 for $7.95 
CONFEDERATE FLAGS 
1 H Flags Of The Confederacy Desk 
Set--Authentic miniatures of all 5 Flags 
of the Confederacy, including Battle Flag, 




$2.50 per set 
Miniature Coftfederate Battle 
Desk size, 5%" square, with 
$1.50 each 
3 H Confederate Flag-Ensign in big 
3' x 5 ' size, cotton sheeting, for indoor 
decoration or display. 
$6 each 
4H Confederate Battle Flag -38" 
square, heavy cotton. 
$5 each 
5H Confederate Flag For Awtos -
12" x 18" heavy nylon, slips over your 
car's radio antenna! 
$3 each 
6H Confede rate Flag For Awtos -
50/.1 " square Battle Flag in stu rdy nylon, 
mounted on wooden staff with neoprene 
blocks for easy installation on your car's 
radio antenna! 
$1 .50 each 
7H Flag. For Meetings - 4" x 6" 
cotton Confederate Flags, on whitewood 
staffs with gilded spearheads. 
12 I", $2.50 
8H urger Flag. For Meeting..-t2" 
x 18" cotton Confederate Flags, on 
whitewood staffs with gilded spearheads. 
12 /0, $4.50 
Use Coupon On Sack COYer 
To Place You. Order 
31 
Use This Handy Coupon To Place Your Order 
- Pluse malt. ,001' order total at leut $1 . _ 




3' 5 PII'I;I Buildi", _ Juklon. Mininippi 
Plea$t! send me Ihe materials listed below, for which payment is enclosed. 
(PLEASE ORDER BY NUMBER AND TITLE ! 
TI~. 
P l eil~e fi nd enclosed $ _______ _ in payment for above. 
' .. LE ... . E 
P~INT ) -------------~~07-------------1,,""1[, 
110.00" ••• 1 
~ ___________________________________ J 
• 
